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ABSTRACT

This study assesses the effect of employing different phonological units on parsing a given string of phonemes into words in a continuous speech recogniser. It is shown that when the input utterance is encoded using a representation intermediate between the broad classes in Huttonlocher & Zue [3] and the 44 phonemes of Received Pronunciation, the number of possible word strings found from the input utterance is usually in excess of 10 million. Even when all 44 phonemes are implemented, an input utterance of 4-10 words in length can be parsed into in excess of 10,000 word strings if word boundaries are not identified prior to lexical access. In the final part of the study, it is shown that the number of such parses can be reduced if stress is represented in the input utterance and lexicon.

INTRODUCTION

In some of the speech understanding systems of the ARPA project [1] as well as the feature-based, continuous speech recogniser being developed at Edinburgh University, one of the main tasks of the syntactic and semantic components is to filter out grammatically unacceptable and meaningless word strings which are the output of a lexical access component: they must, then, be able to identify the target word string please let us know from a list of other strings such as please letter now and please let a snow, both of which are possible word parses of the input phonemic string /p i l e t @ s n oʊ/. The total number of word strings which can be derived from a given phonemic string depends on several factors, such as the number of entries in the lexicon, the parsing strategy and the units which are used to represent words phonemically. This paper forms part of a larger study of which the main goal is to devise a set of units which is optimal both from the point of view of acoustic-phonetic processing (i.e. it must ultimately be possible to identify such units with a high degree of accuracy from the acoustic waveform) and from the point of view of syntactic/semantic filtering (i.e. the number of word strings passed to the syntactic/semantic components should be minimal).

An initial aim has been to implement a mid-class representation in the continuous speech recogniser [2] being developed at Edinburgh University. The prime motivation for analysing the acoustic waveform into mid-classes is that they should be easier to identify than the 44 phonemes of Received Pronunciation (R.P.); for example, an analysis of the acoustic waveform into mid-classes such as /l/, voiced stop, is (arguably) likely to result in better identification scores than its analysis into the members of /l/, that is /l/, /l/, /l/. At the same time, it has been shown that when all the words of a 20,000 word lexicon are represented in classes that were much 'broader' than our mid-classes (i.e. there are fewer broad-classes than mid-classes and therefore a greater number of phonemes, on average, in a broad-class than a mid-class), around 1/3 of the words are still uniquely identifiable [3]; when the lexicon is represented in mid-classes, the percentage of uniquely identifiable words will presumably be considerably greater. This may, therefore, be a strong argument for analysing the acoustic waveform as far as the mid-class level and allowing the syntactic and semantic components to filter out the impermissible word strings which have resulted from using mid-classes rather than phonemes. However, the statistics on discriminability in the lexicon do not take account of the fact that in continuous speech, word boundaries are more difficult to identify from a given mid-class string compared with a phonemic string. Thus, while at a phonemic level, the sequence /m g ʃ/ can only be parsed into /m //g ʃ/ [4] (e.g. same glass), at a mid-class level (i.e. /N B L/), the unambiguous identification of the word-boundary is no longer possible: since the mid-class category /N/ includes /n/ and since /B/ includes /b/ /b/ /N B L/ could also be parsed as /N B # L/ (e.g. sandal), or indeed /N B L #/ (e.g. sandle). Since phonotactic constraints often no longer successfully apply at the mid-class level, the total number of ways of parsing a given mid-class string into words is likely to increase considerably despite the fact that the lexicon remains highly discriminable when represented in mid-classes. The first experiment was designed to determine the magnitude of this increase and to assess whether this would place an unmanageable burden on syntactic and semantic filtering.

METHOD

The lexicon of the continuous speech recogniser includes the 4000 most frequent words from the American Heritage Dictionary [5]. Each entry consists of an orthographic form, a phonemic citation form (R.P.) and a key for accessing syntactic tag information. Using a phonological rule interpreter written in INTERLISP-D to run on the Xerox 1100 series [6], a set of phonological reduction rules was applied to this lexicon to derive fast search forms (known as reduced forms) which were stored together with the citation form under the corresponding orthographic entry. Details of the reduction rules are given in [7].
The acoustic front of the continuous speech recognizer analyzes the acoustic waveform into a string of phonemes (henceforth input utterance) which are matched against the discrimination tree to locate possible word boundaries. The matching process takes place from left to right through the input utterance and when a word is matched, it is stored on a word lattice. Thus, if the first phonemes of a string were /æ i j ɪ ɡ v i l/ (teaching will), these would be stored on the word lattice. Subsequently, two matches, or paths, are produced: the first is the continuation from /i v i l/ to /i v ɪ ɡ/ and the second is from the initial /i v i l/ node that begins words such as chide, choke etc. to the /i v ɪ ɡ/ node. In this case, these words such as chide and chimpactus. The second path in this example would be terminated for two reasons: there are no citations, or reduced forms, beginning with /i v ɪ ɡ/ and, also because the fragment /i v ɪ ɡ/ is not a citation or reduced form of any word. Only those paths which enable a complete parsing of the input utterance are passed to the syntactic and semantic components and only such complete paths are considered in the statistics on total number of paths in this paper. An example of the parsing process is shown in Figure 2.

When an input utterance is represented in mid-classes, it is first expanded into all possible phonemic representations which are then matched against the tree as described above.

Phonemic transcriptions were made by a trained phonetist of 50 sentences produced by one R.P. speaker; these sentences included a mixture of phonetically balanced sentences (e.g. I know no woman whose conscience is entirely massal), sentences taken from a phonetically-balanced paragraph in Section H of the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen corpus [5], sentences from a corpus of business dictation collected at C.E.R.I., and sentences that consisted of words which were uniquely identifiable (i.e., isolation) when represented in mid-classes. These transcriptions were then converted automatically to their corresponding mid-class representations.

The hand transcriptions, rather than the phonemic strings derived automatically by the acoustic front end of the continuous speech recognizer, were input to the discrimination tree. As such, the hand transcriptions can be considered as a perfect analysis by the continuous speech recognizer of an acoustic waveform into a string of mid-classes excluding any representation for word boundaries, syllable boundaries or stress.

RESULTS I

This table shows the number of mid-class input utterances in terms of number of word strings found. The first column on the left denotes, for example, that 15 out of 50 input utterances were parsed into 10, or less, word strings.

Table 2 shows that when the input utterances are phonemically represented, over half of them parsed into 10, or less, complex word strings. The average number of word strings was 2491; there were two utterances that could only be parsed into one word string, the maximum number of word strings for any utterance was 65,538.

It was not necessary the case that longer input utterances (where length is defined as number of phonemes or number of words intended by the speaker) necessarily gave the greatest number of parses into word strings: there was no correlation between number of phonemes in the utterance and number of parses into word strings (r = 0.07, not significant); neither was there a significant correlation between number of words produced by the speaker and number of possible parses of its phonemic representation into word strings (r = 0.11), although there is a trend to show that these two variables are positively correlated.

**DISCUSSION I**

Even when the input utterance is phonemically encoded, the syntactic and semantic components might have to filter out over 10,000 competing parses to find the word string. While this figure may not be unreasonable for syntactic and semantic filtering, it is clearly desirable to seek to reduce this figure further.

As a means towards reducing the number of word strings, we considered the possibility of increasing the number of "sound units" by using a phonemic representation in both the input utterance and the lexicon. The fact that the number of word strings should decrease using an idealized representation is easily demonstrated. Phonemically, /i v i l/ is represented as /i v ɪ l/ which also embeds the lexical item *Lee*, phonemically /lɪ ː/ on the other hand, *Lee* would not be embedded within phonemes in an all-phonetic representation since these would be encoded as [lɪ ː] and [lɪ ː] respectively. However, this advantage would be lost if the allophones were that the product of word-internal context-effects were also caused by context-effects across word boundaries if /i v i l/ in *Lee* were realized as no vowels [lɪ ː] in a monotonically fast production of /lɪ ː* Lee* since vowels would be more embedded within phonemes even at an allophonic level of representation. It is some experimental evidence [9] to suggest that such word-boundary corticalization of /lɪ ː/ is possible. If the majority of these allophones can occur as a result of corticalization both across word boundaries and word-internally, the case for introducing this kind of phonemic representation is considerably weakened. Furthermore, the acoustic front end is faced with the additional difficulty of identifying specific allophones, given the fact that our recognizer does not obtain a perfect analysis even at the mid-class level, it may be unrealistic to assume that it would be able to (in the short-term, at least) to differentiate, for example, between aspiration before stressed vowels, the various allophones of /v i l/ and /v i l/.

An alternative means of increasing the number of units in the input utterance, and thereby decreasing the number of word strings found, would be to include stress in the lexicon and input utterances. In order to test this hypothesis, stressed vowels were differentiated from unstressed vowels in the lexicon by inserting a "*" symbol before the former; no distinction was made between different levels of stress, thus, a word like *Lee* is normally marked for secondary stress on the *i* and primary stress on the *v* in citation form. With this type of representation, in which each vowel phoneme (except schwa) can be marked for stress, an additional 10 units are introduced into the phonemic inventory. The same set of hand-labeled transcriptions were then re-transcribed including the "*" symbol to identify word stress. Most of the function words were not marked for stress either in the lexicon or in the hand-labeled data. These modified transcriptions were matched against the modified tree-structured lexicon as described above.

RESULTS III

Table 3 shows that when the input utterances and the lexicon are marked for stress, 34 utterances are parsed into less than 100 word strings and 6 utterances are parsed into 1000 word strings, the corresponding result for a phonemic utterance unmarked for stress are 31 and 11 respectively. For the stress-marked input utterances and the corresponding number of word strings for a given utterance was 624 compared with 2491 word strings for the unstressed, input utterances.

Table 4 shows similar statistics for stressed and unstressed mid-classes. The stressed mid-class utterances were derived from the stressed phonemic utterances by automatic conversion into mid-classes, but with stressed vowels marked: thus, *v i l/ is represented as /v v i l/ *v i l/ is represented as /v v i l/ *i v i l/ is represented as /v v i l/ *v v i l/ *v v i l/ and /v v i l/ are the mid-classes unmarked, back vowel, central vowel, strong frication and dipthong respectively.

As in the phonemic utterances, the inclusion of stress in the mid-class utterances improves performance: there are 14 stressed,
mid-class utterances that were parsed into 100,000, or less, word strings and 20 such utterances parsed into 10 million, or more, word strings: the corresponding results for the mid-class, unstressed utterances are 7 and 32 respectively. The average number of word strings for mid-class, stressed utterances is nevertheless very high at 5.54 x 10^6.

DISCUSSION III

The results show that including stress in the process of matching an input utterance to the lexicon clearly decreases the average number of word strings found. Implicit in this result is the assumption that the acoustic front end would be able to identify stressed vowels in an utterance. There are some reports [10, 11] of a high level of success in the automatic identification of stressed vowels; work in this area on our own continuous speech recogniser is currently in progress.

This study has also not been able to take account of sentence stress which could cause some unstressed vowels in our lexicon to be stressed. Thus, since can (auxiliary) is marked as unstressed in the lexicon, our lexical access model would fail to find the appropriate word string in the utterance I can come (emphasis on can); the effects of sentence stress on the automatic identification of lexically stressed vowels is the subject of a future investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

If the acoustic front end of an automatic speech recognition system is unable to locate word boundaries, the syntactic and semantic components must be implemented to identify the target word string from a potentially large number of competing word strings. The number of ways in which a given utterance can be parsed into word strings depends on at least two factors: the type of parsing strategy and the units which are used for the phonemic representation of words. This study has been concerned with the latter problem and has shown that an input utterance represented entirely in mid-classes, or even phonemically, may place an unmanageable burden on syntactic and semantic filtering. The possibility of introducing stress into the input utterance and lexicon was explored with preliminary, promising results. The introduction of stress in this way may provide a basis for implementing a mixed mid-class and phonemic representation: if stress enables a substantial reduction in the number of word strings found, it may be possible to represent some of the phonemes which are notoriously difficult to identify from the acoustic waveform (such as weak fricatives /θ, ð, h, f, v/) by their mid-classes.
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